
INTEGRATED VENDOR 
PAYMENTS

Securely pay vendors 
around the world by ACH, 

virtual card, or check.

GLOBAL 
REIMBURSEMENTS

Pay employees back 
affordably and quickly 

regardless of local currency.

PHYSICAL AND 
VIRTUAL CARDS

Issue policy-backed 
cards that control spend 

before it happens.

 

A suite of global payment 
solutions, encompassing invoice 
payments, card issuing and 
employee reimbursements.

Waiting to automate payments will cost you more than you’d expect. Duplicate or late payments drive 
up operational costs. Manual processes and payments put you at risk of fraud. And disparate systems 
lack visibility which limits your ability to optimize spend.

Enable smart spending
• Gain massive savings and efficiency with a centralized vendor payment solution.

• Leverage real-time data visibility to optimize working capital and guide smarter spending.

• Issue virtual or physical cards with built-in spending rules and earn cash back with every transaction.

• Reimburse employees quickly and securely in almost any local currency.

 Emburse Pay

Tailored payment solutions for every scenario
Whether you’re just starting to optimize your payments program and looking for more control, or expanding 
into a new country, Emburse Pay has a comprehensive suite of solutions tailored to your needs.
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The benefits of 
integrated global 
payments 

INCREASE OPERATIONAL 
EFFICIENCY
Eliminate manual 
processes and increase 
efficiency with electronic 
vendor payments.

MAXIMIZE REVENUE 
POTENTIAL 
Realize an additional 
revenue stream with 
cash back incentives 
from card payments. 

GAIN COMPLETE 
SPEND VISIBILITY
Seamless integration 
with existing financial 
systems lets you 
transform data into 
insight, optimize working 
capital and spot trends. 

CONVERT FUNDS 
WITH CONFIDENCE
Reimburse employees 
securely in whichever 
currency they use. You’ll 
get the best rates at the 
lowest possible cost. 

OPTIMIZE SPEND 
AND MITIGATE RISK 
Reduce payment 
execution costs and 
eliminate fraud with 
virtual cards.

B2B Payments 
Eliminate the need to manually sign, cut, and mail physical checks. 
Let our expert team enable your vendors to accept electronic payments 
on your terms—perfectly integrated with your finance systems. Spend 
visibility increases. Payments are made more efficiently. You’ll realize 
an increased potential for savings through early pay discount programs 
and cash back rebates.

Emburse Cards
Emburse Cards offers a powerful way to track and control employee 
spending with instant virtual or physical cards for business expenses. 
Robust policy controls and predefined budgets let your finance teams 
better manage cash flow—all from our user-friendly card issuing platform.

Global Reimbursements
Reimbursing employees in their local currency can be complex. Exchange 
rates fluctuate every second. Bank transfer fees are expensive. Payments 
portals are tricky to use, and obscure payment status. Leverage Emburse 
to create a faster, cheaper, automated way to reimburse employees’ 
out-of-pocket expenses, across multiple countries and currencies. 
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